
Niagara IN 

Greater efficiency, lower costs, unlimited supply…catering to all your water requirements! 

Niagara water coolers are robust and reliable professional units. Aimed at facilitating bottled water 
management and improving efficiency, they comply with the very highest standards in terms of 
product performance and quality.  All models are certified and are ideal for large-scale applications. 
Their cutting-edge technology allows large amounts of still and sparkling water to be dispensed. 
Niagara water dispensers can be used to fill jugs or cups, for a practical, quick and low-cost 
alternative.  This space-saving product can be installed beneath bar counters or in remote corners. It 
can be completed with a wide range of ergonomic taps.  High-tech solutions ensure that the water 
dispensed is always chilled and/or sparkling, even when the cooler is installed remotely. 

The Chilled and Sparkling Under-bench Drinking water system comes with bar tap, filtration system, 
and C02 regulator. 

Model options: 

Niagara 65 IN WG 65 litres/hr 40 l continuous 

Niagara 65 IN WG CU (With Safepath) with added CU Safepath Permanent Biofilm Protection for 
maximum waterway hygiene 65 litres/hr 40 l continuous 

Niagara 120 IN WG 120 litres/hr 70 l continuous 

Niagara 120 IN WG CU (With Safepath) with added CU Safepath Permanent Biofilm Protection for 
maximum waterway hygiene 120 litres/hr 70 l continuous 

Niagara 180 IN WG 180 litres/hr100 l continuous 

Niagara 180 IN WG CU (With Safepath) with added CU Safepath Permanent Biofilm Protection for 
maximum waterway hygiene 180 litres/hr 100 l continuous 

Tap options: 

Gooseneck tap:  
MQ2400  
 
The most popular option for the smaller-to-mid range chilled sparkling systems. Cost effective, 
attractive, with unobtrusive styling to fit into any area. Made with quality materials with an un-sprung 
lever mechanism, and a swivelling spout, to enable easy filling of glasses, bottles, or jugs.  

Bar Tap:  
MQ2401 

The rugged option for those hard-working areas. With classic bar-tap styling, this will easily blend into 
your bar, café, or restaurant fitout. Able to deliver faster flows for quicker filling of jugs and bottles, but 
equally fine for filling glasses.  

Drinktower:  
099262 

The sophisticated and stylish Drinktower option adds advanced electronic functions to the Cosmetal 
under-bench water dispensers. Able to easily provide large quantities of still and sparkling chilled 
drinking water for a wide range of situations, from offices to hospitality. The Automatic Dispensing 
setting makes this a popular option for conference centres or restaurants where they require repeated 
filling of jugs and bottles.  


